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 ack of what should have been at least a beta ready for me to actually look into i know, i was hoping for the future to sneak up
on me, not show up with so much bad news a few minor things i noticed; if you're using ffmpeg, that's fine, but ffplay doesn't
have enough of a gui to use. just use ffprobe the epos with the fixed font took an hour to setup, even though i'm pretty used to
configuring the fonts and testing them. i don't know why that would be, but maybe since it's a little harder with that font, we're

just going to have to use the defaults until it's somewhat robust since i only have the one machine that's running it, it's taken
some time, but i'm going to be putting up more builds to the website. this might mean no epos around, but you should be able to
enjoy a lot more games with the updates - bsd_hunter "No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin, or
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his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love." -- Nelson
Mandela as i said, i've got one machine that i run the epos on, and it's only about 5 feet away from my tv. so i'm going to be
testing with a big monitor, it's just a matter of finding one i can afford i've been meaning to try that for a while, haven't tried

though, i just leave the wayland stuff on all the time What you're using for testing if you only have one machine? I have a PS3
that runs elementary OS, and I tested the Epos on it and it worked fine, I thought maybe the Epos didn't like the PS3, so I tried it

on a Raspberry Pi and it didn't work so well, I'm not sure if that's a problem with the Epos or with the Raspberry Pi, but
82157476af
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